Bibliography of Contemporary Art in China, Taiwan, and the Chinese Diaspora (includes titles on Maoist-era China)

Records downloaded from Reed Library Catalog  
Compiled by Emily Rohrbaugh, Lisa Claypool  
August 9, 2006 (all publications date to 2006 and earlier)

*Note: titles without call numbers have not yet been processed.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>1996 shuang nian zhan, Taiwan yi shu zhu ti xing = 1996 Taipei biennial, the quest for identity / zhu ban dan wei Taipei shi li mei shu guan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Taipei Shi: Tai-bei shi li mei shu guan, Min guo 85- [1996-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>N7349.8 .I234 1996 v.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Shanghai Shi: Shanghai shu hua chu ban she, 2004.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>TR102.S43 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Santa Monica, CA : Direct Cinema Limited, [1994]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>ND1045.C53 A2 1993, video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>Ai, Weiwei.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLISHER</td>
<td>[Hong Kong] : Timezone 8, c2003.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>NX583.Z9 A37 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>Andrews, Julia Frances.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>A century in crisis : modernity and tradition in the art of twentieth-century China / Julia F. Andrews and Kuíyí Shen ; with essays by Jonathan Spence ... [et al.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>Andrews, Julia Frances.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Hong Kong : Map Book Publishers, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>NA2460.C5.B45 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOURNAL TITLE</th>
<th>Art and AsiaPacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other titles</td>
<td>Art and asiapacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art AsiaPacific</td>
<td>Art asiapacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art asian</td>
<td>Art Asia Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art and AsiaPacific quarterly journal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Art quarterly
PUBLISHER Singapore :Fine Arts Press

AUTHOR Arts Council of Great Britain
TITLE Peasant Paintings from Hu County, Shensi province, China ; [catalogue] / Arts Council of Great Britain / edited and designed by Hugh Shaw
PUBLISHER London : The Council, 1977
CALL # ND1046.H8 A77 1977

CALL # N7349.8 .A78 1995b

TITLE Bad : infamy, darkness, evil, and slime on screen / edited by Murray Pomerance.

AUTHOR Barme, Geremie.
CALL # ND1049.F45 B37 2002.

AUTHOR Barme, Geremie.
TITLE In the red : on contemporary Chinese culture / Geremie R. Barme.

AUTHOR Barme, Geremie.
TITLE Shades of Mao : the posthumous cult of the great leader / Geremie R. Barme.
CALL # DS778.M3 B37 1996.

AUTHOR Barrass, Gordon S., 1940-
TITLE The art of calligraphy in modern China / Gordon S. Barrass.

AUTHOR Bartholomew, Terese Tse.
TITLE I-hsing ware / Terese Tse Bartholomew ; with an accompanying essay, The world in the teapot, by Wan-go H. C. Weng.
CALL # NK4367.135 B37

TITLE Beijing 798: reflections on art, architecture, and society in China = Beijing 798 gong chang : chuang zao Beijing de xin yi shu, jian zhu yu she hui / [edited by Huang Rui]
PUBLISHER [Hong Kong] : Timezone 8 ; Thinking Hands, c2004.
CALL # N7345.B45 2004

AUTHOR    Bellerby, Greg
TITLE    Close up : contemporary art from Taiwan
PUBLISHER   Vancouver : Charles H. Scott Gallery, 2000
CALL #   N7345 .B45 2000

AUTHOR    Butterfield, Fox.
TITLE    China, alive in the bitter sea / Fox Butterfield.
CALL #   DS706 .B79 1990

AUTHOR    Cai, Guo-Qiang, 1957-.
TITLE    Cai Guo-Qiang / Dana Friis-Hansen, Octavio Zaya, Serizawa
Takashi.

AUTHOR    Cang, Xin, 1967-.
TITLE    Existence in translation / Cang Xin.
PUBLISHER   Hong Kong : Timezone 8, c2002.
CALL #   N8217.T3 C36 2002.

TITLE    Chang luo : wu shi nian dai Taiwan mei shu fa zhan = From the ground up : artist association in
1950s Taiwan / [zhì xíng biān jì Lin Baohua ; bian jì Fang Ziyun ... [deng]]
PUBLISHER   Taipei Shi : Taipei shì lì mei shu guan, Minguo 92 [2003]
CALL #   N7349.8 .C43 2003

AUTHOR    Chen, Zhen, 1955-.
TITLE    Chen Zhen [a tribute] / Antoine Guerrero [organizer ; catalogue
editors, Jeffrey Uslip, Rachael Zur ; texts, Jeffrey Deitch ...
et al. ; tributes, Eric Angels ... et al. ; translations,
Martha Kuhlman, Marine Putnam],

Title : China : art contemporain = arte contemporânea = contemporary art : Museu de Arte Brasileira
(MAB), Salão Cultural, São Paulo : de 19 de agosto a 3 de novembro de 2002 / [curador, Jean-Marc Decrop]

TITLE    China avant-garde : counter-currents in art and culture /
[editors: Jochen Noth, Wolfgar Pohlmann, Kai Reschke]
PUBLISHER   Berlin : Haus der Kulturen der Welt ; Hong Kong ; Oxford

TITLE    China today : an encyclopedia of life in the People's Republic /
edited by Jing Luo ; Aimin Chen, associate editor, economics ;
Shunfeng Song, associate editor, economics ; Baogang Guo,
associate editor, labor relations ; Ronghua Ouyang, associate
editor, education.

TITLE    Chine, le corps partout? = Shen ti, Zhongguo = China, the body everywwhere?
CALL #   N7345.C4523

Title A collection of art works by 20th-century Chinese women artists
Publication Beijing : [S.n.], c1995
CALL # ND1048 .C64 1995

TITLE Contemporary Taiwanese art in the era of contention
PUBLISHER Taipei, Taiwan : Taipei Fine Arts Museum, 2004
CALL # N7349.8 .C66 2004

Title Critical mass
Publication London : Chinese Contemporary, 2004
CALL # N7345 .C758 2004

AUTHOR Cui, Shuqing.
TITLE Women through the lens : gender and nation in a century of Chinese cinema / Shuqing Cui.

TITLE Distance : a collection of the Guangdong Museum of Art Contemporary Art Invitational Exhibition
CALL # N7345 .D5 2003

AUTHOR Erickson, Britta.
TITLE The art of Xu Bing : words without meaning, meaning without words / Britta Erickson.

Author Erickson, Britta
Title On the edge : contemporary Chinese artists encounter the West / Britta Erickson

TITLE Fan si : qi ling nian daTaiwan mei shu fa zhan = Reflections of the seventies : Taiwan explores its own reality / [bian ji Liu Yongren, Yu Siying, Song Jianxing]
PUBLISHER Taibei Shi : Taibei shi li mei shu guan, Minguo 93 [2004]
CALL # N7349.8 .F36 2004

CALL # NA2460 .C5 .B45 2004

AUTHOR Fong, Wen.

TITLE Frozen [videorecording] / producers, Shu Kei's Creative Workshop, Xu Wei, Another Film Company ; [director], Wu Ming ; written by Pang Ming, Wu Ming.
CALL # PN1995.9.P43 1999 DVD

AUTHOR Fu, Shen, 1937-
TITLE Challenging the past : the paintings of Chang Dai-chien / Shen C.Y. Fu ; with major contributions and translated by Jan Stuart ; selected poems and inscriptions translated by Stephen D. Allee.

AUTHOR Galikowski, Maria.
TITLE Art and politics in China, 1949-1984 / Maria Galikowski.
CALL # N7345.G26 1998

Author Gao, Minglu

高名潞

Title The wall : reshaping contemporary Chinese art = Qiang : Zhongguo dang dai yi shu de li shi yu bian jie / Gao Minglu

The wall : reshaping contemporary Chinese art = 墙：中国当代 艺术 的 历史 与 边界 / Gao Minglu

Publication Buffalo, NY : Albright Knox Art Gallery, 2005

TITLE The Gate of Heavenly Peace [videorecording] / Long Bow Group, in association with Independent Television Service ; WGBH / Frontline ; produced and directed by Richard Gordon, Carma Hinton ; writers, Geremie Barme, John Crowley.
PUBLISHER Brookline, MA : Long Bow Group ; San Francisco, CA : Distributed by NAATA/CrossCurrent Media, [1997]
CALL # DS779.26.G38 1996 video

TITLE Graphic art by workers in Shanghai, Yangchuan and Luta.
CALL # ND1045.S4413 1976.

AUTHOR Gu, Wenda, 1955-
TITLE Wenda Gu : art from middle kingdom to biological millennium / edited by Mark H.C. Bessire.

TITLE Guangzhou Triennial (2nd 2005: Guangzhou, China)
The second Guangzhou Triennial: beyond: an extraordinary space of experimentation for modernization / [artistic director, Hou Hanry]
CALL # N6496.3.C6 G848 2005

Title Hong Kong connections : transnational imagination in action cinema / edited by Meaghan Morris, Siu Leung Li, and Stephen Chan Ching-kiu
Publication Durham : Duke University Press ; Hong Kong : Hong Kong University Press, 2005
CALL # PN1995.9.A3 H66 2005
AUTHOR       Hu, Ming, 1955-
TITLE        Pleasure daydreaming : the oil painting of Hu Ming.

Title       Hua yi liu zhen : dang dai Zhongguo ming hua = Artists and art : contemporary Chinese paintings
Publication  Xianggang : Xianggang shi zheng ju, 1989
CALL #       ND1045.H83 1989

TITLE        Huai hai zì de tian kong : qì lìng hòu chu sheng de wén ti qìng nián / [bian ji, Fang Fang, An
call #       N7345.H82 2005

AUTHOR       Huang, Qihui
TITLE        Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Wu Tianshang, Chen Chunde
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
call #       N7345 .H835 1999

AUTHOR       Huang Yao, 1914-1987.
TITLE        Huang Yao : retrospective, 13 July-2 September 2001, Singapore Art Museum, National
Heritage Board.
call #       ND1043.5.H835 2001

TITLE        Inside/out : new Chinese art / edited by Gao Minglu ; with essays
             by Norman Bryson ... [et al]
PUBLISHER    San Francisco : San Francisco Museum of Modern Art ; New York :
             Asia Society Galleries ; Berkeley : University of California

AUTHOR       Jose, Nicholas, 1952-
TITLE        ArtTaiwan : the contemporary art of Taiwan
PUBLISHER    Sydney : Gordon and Breach ; G+B Arts International Ltd., 1995
CALL #       N7349.8 .J68 1995

TITLE        Kai xin : ba ling nian dai Taiwan mei shu fa zhan = The transitional eighties : Taiwan's art
             breaks new ground
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Taibei shí lì mei shu guan, Minguo 93 [2004]
call #       N7349.8 .K34 2004

TITLE        King of Kowloon [videorecording] / directed by Martin Egan, Joanne Shen ; produced by
             Joanne Shen, Martin Egan ; Shen Egan Productions.

AUTHOR       Koppel-Yang, Martina.
TITLE        Semiotic Warfare: a semiotic analysis, the Chinese avant-garde, 1979-1989
PUBLISHER    Hong Kong : Timezone 8, 2003.
call #       N7345.K67 2003

AUTHOR       Kraus, Richard Curt.
TITLE        The party and the art in China : the new politics of culture / Richard Curt Kraus.
AUTHOR       Kuo, Jisheng, 1950-
TITLE        Art and cultural politics in postwar Taiwan
PUBLISHER    [Bethesda, Md.]: CDL Press; [Seattle]: University of Washington Press [distributor], c2000
CALL #       N7349.8 .K86 2000

AUTHOR       Laing, Ellen Johnston.

AUTHOR       Lin Tianmiao.
TITLE        Non-zero / Lin Tianmiao
PUBLISHER    [Hong Kong]: Timezone 8, 2004.
CALL #       N7349.L45A4 2004

AUTHOR       Liu, Zheng, 1969-
TITLE        The Chinese / Liu Zheng.

TITLE        Li yi jiu ling nian dai Taiwan mei shu fa zhan = The multiform nineties: Taiwan art branches out
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Taibei shi li mei shu guan, [2005]
CALL #       N3750.T32 M85 2005

AUTHOR       Liang, Heng.
TITLE        Son of the Revolution / by Liang Heng and Judith Shapiro.

AUTHOR       Liu, Kunfu
TITLE        Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Wang Xiuxiong
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #       N7349.83.W364 L58 1999

AUTHOR       Lu, Shengzhong, 1952-
TITLE        Chu ci jian mian = First encounter / Lu Shengzhong.

AUTHOR       Luo, Xiuizi
TITLE        Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Wang Baiyuan
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #       N7345 .L6 1999

Title       Mahjong: contemporary Chinese art from the Sigg Collection / edited by Bernhard Fibicher
Publication  Ostfildern-Ruit : Hatje Cantz ; New York : Art Publishers [distributor], c2005

AUTHOR       Mei, Dingyan
TITLE        Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. He Tichua
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #       N7345 .M45 1999
Title  The monk and the demon: contemporary Chinese art

Title  Alles onder de hemel = All under heaven / [editing Jan De Vre ... et al.]

TITLE  Morning sun [videorecording] = Ba jiu dian zhong de tai yang / a presentation of the Independent Television Service (ITVS) and the National Asian American Telecommunications Association (NAATA), the BBC and ARTE ; produced and directed by Carma Hinton, Geremie R. Barme, Richard Gordon ; written by Geremie R. Barme, Carma Hinton ; producer, Jane Balfour.
CALL #  DS778.7 .M67 2003 video

AUTHOR  Ni, Zaiqin
TITLE  Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Xi Dejin
PUBLISHER  Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #  N7349.83.S45 N5 1999

AUTHOR  Nuridsany, Michel.
TITLE  China art now / Michel Nuridsany ; photography by Marc Domage ; [translated from the French by Susan Pickford]

TITLE  Peasant paintings from Huhsien County / compiled by the Fine Arts Collection of the Cultural Group under the State Council of the People's Republic of China.
CALL #  ND1045 .H8213.

TITLE  Perspectives on Chinese cinema / edited by Chris Berry.

TITLE  Qingqing yu yuan / Qingqing zhuang = Enchanted paradise/ by QingQing
PUBLISHER  Beijing: Timezone 8, 2005.
CALL #  N7349.Q56 A4 2005

AUTHOR  Qiu, Lingting
TITLE  Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Xie Lifa
PUBLISHER  Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #  N7349.83.H75 C45 1999

Title  Qu wei guo sheng : Zhongguo dang dai yi shu zhan / zhu bian, ce zhan ren, Gu Zhenqing = Too much flavour : an exhibition of Chinese contemporary art / editor, curator, Gu Zhenqing
趣昧过剩：中国当代艺术展 / 主编, 策划人, 顾振清 = Too much flavour : an exhibition of Chinese contemporary art / editor, curator, Gu Zhenqing
Publication  Shanghai : 3H yi shu zhong xin ; Xijiapo : Ke yi lang qian wei guan, [2002]
上海: 3H艺术中心 ; 新加坡 : 可以lang前卫馆, [2002]
CALL # N7345.Q3 2002

AUTHOR  Rowe, Peter G.
TITLE  Architectural encounters with essence and form in modern China / Peter G. Rowe and Seng Kuan.

Author   Sassoli de Bianchi, Lorenzo
Title    China : contemporary painting / Lorenzo Sassoli de Bianchi

TITLE Shanghai cool: creative reproduction / editor, Gu Zhenqing.
PUBLISHER Shanghai: Shanghai Duolun Museum of Modern Art, China, 2005.
CALL #       N7347.S48S465 2005

TITLE Shenzhen guo ji dang dai diao su zhan 95th : 2003 : He Xiangning mei shu guan). Di 5 xi
tong : bou gui huo shi dai de gong gong yi shu = The fifth system : public art in the age of post-planning /
[Zhu bian Ren Kelei].
PUBLISHER Shenzhen: He Xiangning mei shu guan, 2003
CALL # N8725.S53 2003

AUTHOR Silbergeld, Jerome.
TITLE China into film: frames of reference in contemporary Chinese cinema / Jerome Silbergeld.

AUTHOR Silbergeld, Jerome.
TITLE Contradictions : artistic life, the socialist state, and the Chinese painter Li Huasheng / Jerome Silbergeld with Gong Jisui.
CALL #       ND1049.L4765 S56 1993.

AUTHOR Silbergeld, Jerome.
TITLE Hitchcock with a Chinese face : cinematic doubles, Oedipal triangles, and China's moral voice / Jerome Silbergeld.

Author   Singapore Arts Festival (2001)
Title    Compound eyes = Fu yan / [ curator and editor, Binghui Huangfu]
          Compound eyes = 獪眼 / [curator and editor, Binghui Huangfu]
Publication   Singapore : Earl Lu Gallery, LASALLE-SIA College of the Arts, c2001
CALL # N6494.V53 S56 2001

AUTHOR Strassberg, Richard E.
CALL #       N7345 .S75 1987


AUTHOR Sullivan, Michael, 1916-
TITLE Art and artists of twentieth-century China / Michael Sullivan.
CALL #       N7345 .S79 1996.
TITLE Taiwan, Taiwan : mian, mu, quan, fei = Taiwan, Taiwan : Facing faces
PUBLISHER Taibei Shi : Taibei shi li mei shu guan, Minguo 86 [1997]
CALL # NX83.A3 T355 1997

Title Three generations : contemporary Chinese women printmakers / [guest curator, Hsingyuan Tsao ;
director, Susan Fillin-Yeh.]
Publication [Portland, Or. : Douglas F. Cooley Memorial Art Gallery, 1996]
CALL # NE768 .T57 1996

Title Tracing Taiwan / [Hou Chun-ming ... et al. ; curated by Alice Yang ; catalogue by Alice Yang and
Jonathan Hay]
Publication New York, NY : Drawing Center, c1997
CALL # ND2069.T28 T73 1997

TITLE Transnational Chinese cinemas : identity, nationhood, gender /
edited by Shckon Hsiao-peng Lu.

AUTHOR Turnley, David C.
TITLE Beijing spring / photographs by David and Peter Turnley ; text by
Melinda Liu ; captions by Li Ming.
PUBLISHER New York : Stewart, Tabori & Chang : Distributed in the U.S. by
CALL # DS779.32 .T87 1989.

Title The wall : reshaping contemporary Chinese art = Qiang : Zhongguo dang dai yi shu de li shi yu bian
jie / Gao Minglu
The wall : reshaping contemporary Chinese art = 墙 : 中国当代艺术的历史与边界 / Gao Minglu

TITLE Wang Guangyi = Wang Guangyi.
PUBLISHER Hong Kong : Timezone 8, 2002.

AUTHOR Wang, Gongxin, 1960-
TITLE Here? Or there? / Wang Gongxin & Lin Tianmiao ; [editor and designer, He Hao].
PUBLISHER [China] : Timezone 8, c2005

AUTHOR Wang, QingSong.
TITLE Wang QingSong: romantique / [editors, Meg Maggio and Jeremy Wingfield].
PUBLISHER Beijing: CourtYard Gallery, [2004].
CALL # N7349.W348A4 2004

TITLE Whither China?: intellectual politics in contemporary China /
edited by Xudong Zhang.

AUTHOR Wu Hung, 1945-
TITLE Between past and future : new photography and video from China /
Wu Hung and Christopher Phillips ; with contributions by
Melissa Chiu, Lisa Corrin, and Stephanie Smith.
PUBLISHER Chicago : Smart Museum of Art, University of Chicago ;
New York : International Center of Photography ; Gottingen : Steidl


AUTHOR Wu Hung, 1945-
TITLE Exhibiting experimental art in China / Wu Hung.
PUBLISHER Chicago : The David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, The University of Chicago, [c2000]

AUTHOR Wu Hung, 1945-
TITLE Remaking Beijing : Tiananmen Square and the creation of a political space / Wu Hung.
CALL #     NA9072.B45 T539 2005.

AUTHOR Wu Hung, 1945-
TITLE Transience : Chinese experimental art at the end of the twentieth century / Wu Hung.
CALL #     N7345 .W82 1999.

AUTHOR Xiao, Qiongrui
TITLE Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Liu Guosong / Xiao Qiongrui, Lin Boxin zhu ; Taiwan Sheng li mei shu guan ce hua
PUBLISHER Taibei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #     N7345 .H853 1999

AUTHOR Xie, Nanxiong
CALL #     N7349.X54A4 2004

AUTHOR Yan, Juanying
TITLE Taiwan jin dai mei shu da shi nian biao
PUBLISHER Taibei Shi : Xiong shi tu shu gu fen you xian gong si, min guo 87 [1998]
CALL #     N7349.8 .Y46 1998

AUTHOR Yan, Juanying
TITLE Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. He Huashuo
PUBLISHER Taibei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #     N7349.83 .H6 Y46 1999

AUTHOR Yang, Yong.
TITLE Yang Yong.

AUTHOR Ye, Yujing
TITLE Taiwan mei shu ping lun quan ji. Lin Xinyue
PUBLISHER Taibei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #     N7345 .Y45 1999

AUTHOR Young, John T.
TITLE Contemporary public art in China : a photographic tour / John T. Young.

AUTHOR       Zeng, Changsheng
TITLE        Taiwan mei shu ping lun ji. Li Zhongsheng
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Yi shu jia chu ban she, Min guo 88 [1999]
CALL #       N7349.83.L5 T74 1999.

AUTHOR       Zhang, Daqian, 1899-
TITLE        Chang Dai-chien in California = Zhang Daqian zai Jia zhoutong zhongguo hua feng de guo ji hua fa zhan.
PUBLISHER    San Francisco, CA : Fine Arts Gallery, College of Creative Arts,
             San Francisco State University, c1999.

AUTHOR       Zhang, Huan, 1965-
TITLE        My America [videorecording] / Zhang Huan.

AUTHOR       Zhang, Huan, 1965-
PUBLISHER    [Seattle : Seattle Asia Art Museum, 1998]

TITLE        Zhang Yimou : interviews / edited by Frances Gateward.

AUTHOR       Zhang, Yingjin.
TITLE        Screening China : critical interventions, cinematic
             reconfigurations, and the transnational imaginary in
             contemporary Chinese cinema / Yingjin Zhang.

AUTHOR       Zhang, Yonghe, 1956-
TITLE        Yung Ho Chang / Atelier Feichang Jianzhu : a Chinese practice =
             Yung Ho Chang / Atelier Feichang Jianzhu : une pratique
             chinoise / with essays by Laurent Gutierrez & Valerie
             Portefaux, eds. ... [et al.].
PUBLISHER    Hong Kong : Map Book Publishers ; New York : Available in North,
             South and Central America through Distributed Art Publishers,
             2003.

AUTHOR       Zheng, Guogu, 1970-
TITLE        Cross back and forth quickly = Chi zha / [Zheng Guogu].
PUBLISHER    Shanghai : ShangART in association with Timezone 8, c2003.

TITLE        Zheng yan shi dai : Taiwan dang dai shi jue wen hua / [ke zuo ce zhan ren Pan Anyi ; zhi xing bian
             ji Zhu Jirong, Cai Yachun]
PUBLISHER    Taipei Shi : Taibei shi li mei shu guan, Minguo 93 [2004]
CALL #       NX583.A3 T359 2004